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The State of GPU Programming
•

Low-Level GPU programming with CUDA / OpenCL
is widely considered too difficult

•

Higher level approaches improve programmability

•

Thrust and others allow programmers to write
programs by customising and composing patterns
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space (global and shared memory) and requires barrier synchronization, making it prone to subtle bugs like deadlocks
and race conditions.
One popular way to overcome this low-level programming style is to provide reusable generic parallel patterns,
also known as algorithmic skeletons. Thrust [2], Bolt [1],
Accelerate [11], and SkelCL [19] follow this approach.
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Dot Product Example in Thrust
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float dotProduct ( const vector < float >& a ,
const vector < float >& b) {
thrust :: device_vector < float > d_a = a;
thrust :: device_vector < float > d_b = b;
return thrust :: inner_product (
d_a . begin () , d_a . end () , d_b . begin () , 0.0 f); }

Listing 2: Optimal dot product implementation in Thrust
using a domain-specific
library function.
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Listing 2 shows the implementation of the dot product
in Thrust using a single library call. This implementation is
straightforward and relies on an optimized GPU pattern written by experts and tuned for performance. Unfortunately, it
uses a very domain-specific library function (inner_product)
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Composed Dot Product in Thrust
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at * a ,
at * b ,
at * res ) {

m .x;

float dotProduct ( const vector < float >& a ,
const vector < float >& b ) {
thrust :: device_vector < float > d_a = a ;
thrust :: device_vector < float > d_b = b ;
thrust :: device_vector < float > tmp ( a . size () ) ;
thrust :: transform ( d_a . begin () , d_a . end () ,
d_b . begin () , tmp . begin () ,
thrust :: multiplies < floal >() ) ;
return thurst :: reduce ( tmp . begin () , tmp . end () ) ;}

Listing 3: Generic and composable, but non-optimal Thrust
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return
accumulate (
view :: transform ( view :: zip (a ,b) , mult ) ,0.0 f); }

Listing 5: Dot product implementation using composable
ranges.
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GPU-enabled container and algorithms

•

We extended the range-v3 library with:
•

GPU-enabled container
gpu!::vector<T>

•

GPU-enabled algorithms
void gpu!::for_each(InRange, Fun);
OutRange& gpu!::transform(InRange, OutRange, Fun);
T gpu!::reduce(InRange, Fun, T);
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plication results (line 7) are summed up in line 8. Our API
implementation (described in Section 5) guarantees to fuse
the operations expressed as views into a single efficient GPU
kernel. In the example, the zip and the vector multiplication in lines 6 and 7 are fused together with the reduction
in line 8. We will discuss the implementation of views in the
next section.
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and b are copied to the GPU, and then their pairwise multiplication results (line 7) are summed up in line 8. Our API
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Lazy Views !== Kernel Fusion

Eager Actions !!= Kernel Fusion
•

Actions perform in-place operations on ranges
float dotProduct(const vector<float>& a,
const vector<float>& b) {
auto mult = [](auto p) {
return get<0>(p) * get<1>(p); };
gpu!::vector<pair<float, float!>> pairs(a.size());
for (auto i = 0; i < a.size(); !++i)
pairs[i] = make_pair(a[i], b[i]);

}

return pairs | gpu!::action!::transform(mult)
| gpu!::reduce(0.0f);

•

Actions are (usually) mutating

•

Action implementations use GPU-enabled algorithms
9

Choice of Kernel Fusion

•

Choice between views and actions/algorithms
is choice for or against kernel fusion

•

Simple cost model:
Every action/algorithm results in a Kernel

•

Programmer is in control! Fusion is guaranteed.
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Available for free: Views provided by range-v3
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

adjacent_filter
adjacent_remove_if
all

•

bounded
chunk

•

concat
const_
counted

•

delimit
drop

•

drop_exactly
drop_while
empty

•

•

repeat
repeat_n
replace

generate
generate_n

•

replace_if

•

•

reverse

•

•
•

•

•
•

•

•

group_by
indirect
intersperse

•

ints
iota

•

join
keys
move

•

•
•

•

•
•

partial_sum
remove_if

•
•
•
•
•

single
slice
split
stride
tail
take
take_exactly
take_while
tokenize
transform
unbounded
unique
values
zip
zip_with

https:!//ericniebler.github.io/range-v3/index.html#range-views
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Code Generation via PACXX

design of PACXX and then we focus on a particular feature,
called multi-staging, which allows us to optimize the GPU
code based on values only known at host runtime.
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>& X ,
>& Y ) {
auto & x ,
auto & y ) {
), x)

X , Y ) ;}

pu::async.

LLVM

libc++

OpenCL
Backend

LLVM IR to SPIR

NVPTX

CUDA
Backend

SPIR

PTX

OpenCL Runtime

CUDA Runtime

#include <algorithm>
#include <vector>
#include <iostream>

C++

template< class ForwardIt,
class T >
void fill(ForwardIt first,
ForwardIt last,
const T& value)
{
for (; first != last;
++first)
{
*first = value;
}
}

AMD GPU

Intel MIC

Figure 1: Key components of PACXX.
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Nvidia GPU

staging optimized gpu::reduce implementation in PACXX
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CUDA for the dot product and

4) the IR is embedded in the executable.

Reduce To efficiently implement the gpu::reduce algorithm, we make use of the multi-stage programming support
in PACXX [8] for embedding values known at the runtime
of the host program into the GPU code. This enables additional optimization opportunities like aggressive loop unrolling. PACXX provides a dedicated function (stage) which
evaluates expressions prior to the GPU kernel execution and
the computed values are then automatically embedded into
the GPU program.

At runtime the prepared IR is loaded, then JIT-compiled and
optimized for the target GPU before execution.
In the host compilation pass, the PACXX offline compiler lowers the AST to LLVM IR a second time, but this
time replacing calls to kernel functions with PACXX runtime calls which manage data transfers and launch the corresponding kernel. The compilation of the host C++ program
is performed as usual, by generating an executable which is
statically linked against the PACXX runtime library.

Multi-Staging in PACXX

Stage 2: Online Compilation During program execution,
the PACXX runtime loads the IR previously embedded in the
executable by the PACXX offline compiler, performs addi•
tional, GPU-specific optimizations, such as loop-unrolling
and rearranging load instructions. Finally, the IR is compiled to GPU code using one of the two LLVM back-ends:
PTX [15] together with the CUDA runtime library when
targeting Nvidia GPUs, and SPIR [7] for GPUs with an
OpenCL
• implementation (e.g., from AMD or Intel).

PACXX specializes GPU
code at CPU runtime
Implementation of

5.2

gpu!::reduce !=>

GPU Algorithm Implementations

We implemented three GPU-enabled STL algorithms to be
used together with the range-v3 library. We are discussing
their efficient
implementations for Nvidia GPUs here. This
•
implementation is not portable, but we intend to incorporate
recent related work in the future which uses a functional
techniques to generate efficient GPU implementations from
portable pattern-based representations [20].

Loop bound known at
GPU compiler time

Transform and For_Each
applies a given function in
input range and stores the
range. The gpu::for_each

The gpu::transform algorithm
parallel to every element of its
produced results in the output
algorithm is a special case of
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template < class InRng , class T , class Fun >
auto reduce ( InRng && in , T init , Fun && fun ) {
// 1. preparation of kernel call
...
// 2. create GPU kernel
auto kernel = pacxx :: kernel (
[ fun ]( auto && in , auto && out ,
int size , auto init ) {
// 2 a . stage elements per thread
int ept = stage ( size / glbSize ) ;
// 2 b . start reduction computation
auto sum = init ;
for ( int x = 0; x < ept ; ++ x ) {
sum = fun ( sum , *( in + gid ) ) ;
gid += glbSize ; }
// 2 c . perform reduction in shared memory
...
// 2 d . write result back
if ( lid = 0) *( out + bid ) = shared [0];
} , glbSize , lclSize ) ;
// 3. execute kernel
kernel ( in , out , distance ( in ) , init ) ;
// 4. finish reduction on the CPU
return std :: accumulate ( out , init , fun ) ; }

Listing 9: Implementation sketch of the gpu::reduce
algorithm making use of multi-staging.

timization applied in PACXX. As described in Section 5,
multi-staging is used in our gpu::reduce algorithm to specialize the generated GPU code at runtime for the particular
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Summary:
Towards Composable GPU Programming
•

GPU Programming with universal composable patterns

•

Views vs. Actions/Algorithms determine kernel fusion

•

Kernel fusion for views guaranteed !=> Programmer in control

•

Competitive performance vs. CUDA and specialized Thrust code

•

Multi-Staging optimization gives up to 1.35 improvement
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Questions?
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